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Dear Jerry: I opened
1♦ with this hand as
South and the auction
continued:

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

1♦
Pass 1♥ Pass 1NT
Pass 2♣ Pass Pass
Pass

I passed 2♣ because I had a minimum
opening and preferred clubs to
hearts. Partner was annoyed and
said I couldn’t pass. We made 2♣
but could have made 3NT. Should I
have bid a third time?

—Dorothy Myers, WV
Dear Dorothy: You might have been
right to pass 2♣ and you might have
been wrong. Not being very helpful
am I? However, it doesn’t depend as
much on the hand you held as the
methods you were playing.

Although a new suit by responder
is usually forcing, there are several
exceptions—when responder is a
passed hand, for example. Using
“standard” methods, a new suit by
responder at the two level is not
forcing after a 1NT rebid by opener
if it is lower-ranking than responder’s
first suit.

To make a forcing bid, responder
either has to jump in a new suit or
reverse—bid a higher-ranking suit
at the two level than responder’s
first suit. For example:

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

1♦
Pass 1♥ Pass 1NT
Pass 3♣ Pass ?

Responder’s 3♣, a jump shift, is
forcing to game. Similarly:

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

1♦
Pass 1♥ Pass 1NT
Pass 2♠ Pass ?

Responder’s reverse is game forcing.
Spades rank higher than hearts.

So, playing these methods, you
were fully entitled to
pass 2♣. Responder
might have a hand
like this. Partscore in
clubs is the best spot and the partner-
ship needs some way to get there.

Unfortunately, standard methods
can sometimes give
responder a problem.
Suppose North has
this hand. 

WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

1♦
Pass 1♥ Pass 1NT
Pass ?
With 10 high-card points plus 1

length point, North doesn’t have
quite enough to force to game. North
would like to make an invitational
bid but 3♥ promises a six-card suit
and a jump to 3♣ is forcing. A raise
to 2NT is unattractive with such an
unbalanced hand.

Responder could
also have a  problem
with a hand like this.
Responder is strong
enough to bid game but is 3NT the
best spot? 4♥, 5♦, or even 6♦ might
be better. Responder needs a forcing
bid and neither 2♠ or 3♣ is attractive.

For reasons like this, many modern
partnerships play that responder’s bid
of new minor suit is forcing after
opener’s 1NT rebid (new minor
forcing). With this agreement,
responder can rebid an artificial,
forcing 2♣ with either of the above
hands to get more information from
opener before deciding what to do.

Your partner may have assumed you
were playing new minor forcing and
that’s why partner didn’t expect you
to pass 2♣. If you were unsure, you
might have raised to 3♣. That would
cover you whether partner meant 2♣
as non forcing or forcing!   –JH

Well-known teacher and player Jerry Helms answers your 
bridge questions. Send your questions to jeryhelms@aol.com.

Ask Jerry

♠ A J 3
♥ 6 2
♦ K Q 9 5
♣ Q J 7 4

♠ 8
♥ Q 8 7 4 3
♦ J 4
♣ K 10 5 3 2

♠ 8
♥ A Q J 7 3
♦ 10 6 2
♣ K 9 5 2

Here is a perfectly respectable
3NT contract:

West leads the ♥K and declarer
counts. The most important step on
any hand precedes the play of the
first card. Count the winners—the
certainties, the probables, and the
possibles. Count the losers—the
inevitable and the not-so inevitable.

The hand in the above diagram
offers seven solid tricks in aces and
kings. Two more winners can be
developed in diamonds, even if a
trick is conceded to the ♦Q. Losers
are the only worry. Opponents must
not be allowed to grab more than
three tricks in hearts. Four hearts
and the ♦Q will wreck the contract.

But unless West’s ♥K is some sort
of fancy (short suit) lead, declarer
can make an absolute certainty of
the whole thing. He passes the first
heart trick. And the next one. After
winning the third heart, declarer
runs the ♦9. Let East make the
♦Q if he has it. What is more, let
him return a heart—if he has a
heart. It won’t matter, because it
will mean that the suit was divided
4–4. If that was the case, 3NT
was cold from the start. Only a
5–3 or 6–2 break was dangerous,
and declarer guarded against that
by holding up the ♥A until the
third round. That way he made
certain that if West had five
hearts, East could not play one
back after getting in with the ♦Q.

❦    ❦    ❦    ❦    ❦ 
We reach the same conclusion by
applying the Rule of 7: 7 – 5 = 2.
Hold up twice.

DUMMY
♠ A 5 4
♥ 8 3
♦ A K J 10 8
♣ A 9 5

DECLARER
♠ K 7 6 2
♥ A 6 4
♦ 9 4
♣ K 8 6 2
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WEST EAST

♥K

♠ 8
♥ A K J 7 3
♦ A J 5 2
♣ 9 5 2




